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in the new Shrek the Third video game
E isachsetadventure
up like a chapter in a book. And every adventure
™

has its own plot, with all the elements of a story – an
introduction, a climax, and a resolution.

Part 1
Three sets of adventure scenes from Shrek the Third ™ The
Game are described below. You can probably see that
they are all mixed up. Put the scenes in the right order
by marking them with an I for introduction, a C for climax,
and an R for resolution. Then tell the story of these episodes
in your own words on the other side of this sheet, adding
characters and details to make each story your own.

1. On the
Worcestershire
Road

A. Angry bumpkin peasants
attack Shrek® by throwing bales
of hay at him.
_____

2. A Forest
Ambush

A. Shrek® defeats Hook
and his Land Pirates.
_____

3. In the Castle
Workshop

A. Shrek® searches Evil
Castle in search of Pinocchio
to learn what is happening in
Far Far Away.
_____

B. Shrek® travels along
C. Shrek® runs into the
Worcestershire Road
peasants so fast they spin
to reach Arthur at school.
out of control and crash.
_____

_____

B. Hook and his
Land Pirates
ambush Shrek®.
_____

C. Shrek® and his sidekicks travel
through the woods to reach
their ship.
_____

B. Shrek® rescues the
real Pinocchio to
discover the fate of
Far Far Away.
_____

C. Shrek® finds Stromboli’s
workshop full of puppets.

_____

Part 2
Now it’s your turn to decide the action. Choose one of the scenes described below and create an
adventure to go with that setting. Include yourself and two or three characters from Shrek the
Third ™ The Game in the adventure. Write your story on a separate sheet of paper, and be sure it has
an introduction, a climax, and a resolution.

Join the adventure
with the

1. You are in Lancelot’s rickety old castle in the middle of the woods.
2. You are in a huge ice cave near the peak of High High Mountain.
video game,
available
May 15, 2007!

Shrek the Third™ The Game Online Learning Adventure
They say that actions speak louder than words, but in some stories, words are the key to the action.
For example, in the new Shrek the Third ™ video game, when Pinocchio gives Shrek® a message
from Far Far Away, it opens up a whole new chapter in the adventure. Can you explain what part
words play in the fairytales listed below? Write your answers on the back of this sheet, then check
your answers online at www.shrekthethirdgame.com/learningadventure. And while you’re there,
don’t forget to download a free trial version of the game!
Rumpelstiltskin________________________________________________________________________________________________
Rapunzel ________________________________________________________________________________________
Pinocchio __________________________________________________________________________________
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